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‘THE SWISS
DEVELOPED
THE CLOCK,
BUT AFRICA

OWNS THE TIME’

KINGSLEY HOLGATE
EXPLORER AND HUMANITARIANI

n August Kingsley Holgate completed his 40th odyssey,
the Defender Transcontinental Expedition. Covering
close to 40,000km over nine months, the journey took
him and his team of six from Cape Agulhas, the
southern-most tip of Africa, to Nordkapp in Norway, the
northern-most tip in Europe. They concluded their
expedition on the Isle of Anglesey in Wales, which is the
birthplace of sponsor Land Rover.
Along the way, they were able to assist about 300,000

people through their humanitarian work. We spoke to
Holgate about some of the challenges of this expedition, his
love of Africa and what travel has taught him.

We’ve travelled to every single country on the African
continent and we keep on visiting it because it is never
fully explored. There ’s always something new and exciting
and we’re passionate about it. What made this expedition
unique is that we went beyond Africa. We’d never been to
Greece and everything north of Greece was new to us —
North Macedonia, Serbia, Poland, Hungary, Montenegro and
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the little Baltic states of Lithuania, Estonia and Latvia. We
did the whole length of Finland with the sun that never sets.
Imagine you’re having a braai close to midnight and it’s still
full daylight.

One of our biggest challenges on this trip was our
journey across Southern Sudan, and in particular the
area under dispute known as The Box. War broke out in
Ethiopia between the people of the south and the north. It
got particularly violent while we were doing this journey
and the border was closed so we had no choice but to duck
into Southern Sudan. We had to travel with armed guards
and negotiate our way through illegal roadblocks in the
disputed area. We were taken captive by the North
Sudanese military police and kept for four days and three
nights in a military camp — but we turned that into
something with purpose. To the older soldiers we were able
to distribute Right to Sight spectacles and improve their
quality of life. By the time we were allowed to leave we
were on the best of terms. People think you have to bribe
your way across Africa but it’s not the case. Friendship
gets you a long way.

I believe in the ‘Zen of travel’ and that you are not
necessarily in charge. We remind ourselves that
while the Swiss might have developed the clock, it’s
good old Africa that owns the time and to travel at
the pace of Africa. If you had a computer printout
that told you where you were going to camp every
night and under what circumstances, the journey
would be boring. By allowing ourselves to follow the Zen
of travel and move at Africa’s rhythm, we get to
experience so much more.

Humour is a key element of our travels. If you
can laugh at yourself and laugh with others, half
the problem is solved. I remember on e
occasion in the Congo where there was this
big guy with an AK47 and you could see he was
going to search the Land Rovers from bumper to

The explorer on the slow
pace of travel in Africa,

being held captive in
North Sudan and never

hanging up his boots
Holgate distributes reading glasses to elderly people in
remote areas of Africa. Picture: SUPPLIED

Travelling across Sudan’s Nubian Desert near the ancient pyramids of
the Kushite Kingdom. Picture: SUPPLIED

Malaria prevention is a key theme of all Holgate expeditions.

bumper and keep us there a long time — or alternatively
want a lot of money. So I winked at my son, Ross, gave him a
little nod and I developed a hakkel , a serious stutter. And
this fellow who was there to mess us about couldn’t believe
there was this elderly guy with this big grey beard and a bit
of a tummy and a twitchy moustache who couldn’t quite
annunciate his words. After about 10 minutes of me
explaining “the-the-the-the j-j-j-journey ...” to him and
asking him if he would “ca-ca-ca-care for a-a Co-Co-Co ...”
— Ross then slapping me on the back to get the last word out
— “... P-P-P-Pepsi” — the impatient officer shouted “Vamos ! ”
and we were on our way. It was quite funny.

An ‘isivivane’,
or cairn made
of stones.
Picture: 123RF.COM

The other requisite for an adventure to work is
curiosity. If you’ve got curiosity, you can learn the rest.
Curiosity is what drives you forward: “What ’s over the next
mountain range? What’s up the river? What would it be like
if we slept on this island? What would it be like if we
crossed that river?” The unknown on the other side; that
sense of curiosity is what differentiates adventurers.

Lessons that travel has taught me are patience, humility
and the importance of using your journeys to do good,
making them into journeys with purpose.

We love pebbles. Whenever we get to key points — it
might be where Botswana, South Africa and Namibia meet
— we build an isivivane , a little cairn of stones. These have
become enormously important to us.

Travel is never finished. I am often asked, being the
oldest, the grey beard of these journeys, “Isn ’t it time that
you hung up your boots?” The truth is I would far prefer to
die, if I had to, somewhere out in the wilds of Africa. And all
I would need is an isivivane and the words: “Thank you
Mama Africa.”
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